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ABSTRACT
Translation systems are known to benefit from the availabil-
ity of a bilingual lexicon for a domain of interest. A system,
aiming to build such a lexicon from source language corpus,
often requires human assistance and is confronted by con-
flicting requirements of minimizing human translation effort
while improving the translation quality. We present an ap-
proach that exploits redundancy in the source corpus and
extracts recurring patterns which are : frequent, syntacti-
cally well-formed, and provide maximum corpus coverage.
The patterns generalize over phrases and word types and
our approach finds a succinct set of good patterns with high
coverage. Our interactive system leverages these patterns in
multiple iterations of translation and post-editing, thereby
progressively generating a high quality bilingual lexicon.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.4 [Information Systems Applications]: Miscellaneous;
D.2.8 [Machine Translation]: Natural Language Process-
ing

General Terms
Machine Translation

Keywords
Mining, Machine Translation, natural language processing

1. INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK
The problem of language translation has been in focus for

many decades and has seen contributions from both linguis-
tic and computer science communities. Linguistic contribu-
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tion [4] has come in the form of several language resources
comprising of dictionaries, grammar and studies on units of
translation. The statistical approach to MT itself falls un-
der the general category of example-based MT (EBMT) [11]
or memory-based MT [10]. These corpus-based approaches
suffer from two major drawbacks - (1) parallel corpus is of-
ten expensive to generate and is often scarce or unavailable
for certain language pairs or domains; (2) their quality of
translation is not as good as that of human translation and
therefore not suitable for certain applications like those in-
volving translation of government documents or academic
books.

Rule-based machine translation systems (RBMT) like Aper-
tium [6] alleviate the need for a sentence aligned parallel cor-
pus but require explicit linguistic data in the form of mor-
phological and bilingual dictionaries, grammars and struc-
tural transfer rules. An in-domain (especially technical, le-
gal) corpus often adheres to a certain lexical and syntactic
structure and might be a good candidate for translation us-
ing rule-based systems. Grammatical Framework (GF) [8,
2] provides the necessary formalism to theorize rule-based
translations and also provides a system to author abstract
and concrete language syntax.

There is a body of work [5, 1, 3, 9] that studies the com-
plementary contributions of humans and MT models and
present “machine-centric” translation systems that leverage
human input. These systems, referred to as computer aided
translation (CAT) systems, typically employ a statistical
MT model to translate text and provide a post-editing tool-
ing to enable humans to correct the resulting translations.
As an alternative to pure post-editing systems, interactive
machine translation (IMT) [12] combines a MT engine with
human, in an interactive setup, where, the MT engine con-
tinuously exploits human feedback and attempts to improve
future translations. What constitutes the right unit of trans-
lation and how can the human feedback be incorporated in
the underlying translation model, pose interesting research
challenges.

We are further motivated by Frege’s principle of composi-
tionality [7], which states that the meaning of a compound
expression is a function of the meaning of its parts and of
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Figure 1: System Architecture

the syntactic rule by which they are combined. Supplement1

shows an example, taken from legal domain, of a compound
expression and its constituent expressions. Some of these
expressions comprise of categories that generalize over sev-
eral tokens, thus, forming higher order recurring patterns in
the corpus. Extraction of these patterns and using them as
the unit of translation might enable us to better capture the
structure and semantics of the domain.

We present an approach and a system that builds on these
ideas to extract meaningful patterns from a domain corpus,
gather human feedback on their translation and learn a rule-
based translation system using the GF formalism. The sys-
tem is “human-centric”, in that, it heavily relies on manually
curated linguistic resources, while the machine continuously
prompts the human on what to translate. This interactive
human-machine dialog produces a translation system that
aims to achieve high precision in-domain translations and
might find application in several technical domains includ-
ing medical, education, legal etc. The system is available
for demo at http://mtdemo.hostzi.com/.

2. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Our system (Refer to Figure 1) follows an iterative pipeline

architecture where every component is modular. The sys-
tem is interactive and takes human feedback on translations.
The feedback is used to build linguistic resources and is
incorporated into the underlying translation model. The
translation model itself is expressed using the grammatical
framework formalism, which is based on functional program-
ming and type theory. This expressiveness and abstraction
makes the model easily programmable by humans.

2.1 Pattern Extraction
This module aims to capture potential translation units

present in the corpus. It takes as input an in-domain source
language corpus and monolingual typed dictionaries and
produces frequently occurring patterns as output. FPM Al-
gorithm in appendix A explains our frequent pattern mining
algorithm. Patterns might comprise of variable length gaps,
represented by “X” or “_X_”, which act as placeholders for
generalized entities.

2.2 Pattern Selection
1http://www.cse.iitb.ac.in/~vishwajeet/kcap_
example.html

Pattern Extraction (Section 2.2) mines a large number
of redundant patterns as potential translation units. Since
getting manual translations for these candidate translation
units is a costly operation, we identify a subset of patterns
that are both diverse and maximally cover the in-domain
source language corpus. The pattern selection algorithm in
Appendix A provides details on this selection of a subset of
“good” patterns, where, goodness of the subset is measured
in terms of corpus coverage. Figure 2 provides an example,
where, the first column contains sample text from a corpus
and the other columns show the extracted patterns and the
patterns (in bold) after the selection step.

Figure 2: Sample patterns after pattern selection

2.3 Pattern Translator
The translator module involves humans providing trans-

lations of patterns selected by the pattern selection module.
These are used to build a bilingual lexicon and along with
monolingual dictionaries are used to train a rule-based trans-
lation engine. In subsequent iterations, the trained transla-
tor provides multiple translation options that the user can
choose from or override. Section 2.6 offers further details on
the user interface.

2.4 Generalization of Translation Units
This module helps in generalizing the translation units by

clustering them together. This further aids in reducing the
number of rules in subsequent grammar generation, where,
each cluster identifier acts as the non-terminal of all produc-
tions involving the cluster members.

We have seen in various sentences that the phrases whose
internal reordering is same also have the same external re-
ordering when translated to other language. So we clus-
tered translation units having same internal reordering into
one cluster. We used reordering distortion score between
translations of two translation units as a measure to cluster
translation units . Since cluster represents all the translation
units present in that group, it also represents their transla-
tion behavior. That is, their external/internal reordering is
same. Same external reordering helps makes it possible to
write a single translation rule for all the member translation
units of a cluster.

2.5 Rule / FP Learner
Once translation units are extracted, selected, translated

and stored in language resources database next job in hand
to annotate sentences with translation units or in other
words represent sentences in the form of sequence of trans-
lation units. If the coverage for a sentence is 100% whole
sentence can be represented only with the help of transla-
tion units. Once sentence is represented in canonical form
we parse and linearize it using grammatical framework rules.

Grammatical framework (GF) is an extension of logical
framework with a component called concrete syntax. Re-
ordering rules and rules for handling gender, number and



person information while doing look-ups is written using the
GF formalism. The main purpose behind using grammatical
framework is its functional nature, also grammatical frame-
work has a concept called abstract syntax which provides
interlingua representation. Interlingua representation helps
in linearizing in different languages very easily just by writ-
ing concrete grammar for that language.

2.6 System User Interface
Our system has an interactive user interface for humans

to translate patterns and n-grams. It also has provision
for expert users to configure pattern length and frequency
threshold for pattern extraction. Different user interface fea-
tures are shown at http://http://www.cse.iitb.ac.in/
~vishwajeet/kcap.html/. Figure 5 on the link depicts the
features provided to expert users. Users can upload a new
corpus using the Upload Input File option marked with label
1 in the figure. The Upload Dictionary option (labeled 2) en-
ables users to upload bilingual dictionaries for the system to
perform lookups and provide translation suggestions. Users
can either choose to run the system and extract patterns
on the optimized default configuration (labeled 3) or they
can manually configure the pattern length and frequency
(labeled 4).

Once patterns are extracted, filtered and validated by the
system, users use the web-based system shown in Figure 1
for providing translation feedback. Human translators are
shown the current sentence (Refer to label 1 in the Figure
1) along with the previous and next sentences as context in-
formation. Patterns are displayed below column labeled as
fragment (Refer to label 2 in the Figure 1). On hover over
patterns or untranslated n-grams, the span covering that
pattern or n-gram in the sentence gets highlighted (refer to
Figure 4). For patterns containing generalized non termi-
nals (labeled 2), translators can view all the instances (label
4 in the figure) of non terminals (NT) by hovering over the
NTs. Initially a translation of patterns and untranslated
n-grams (labeled 5 in the Figure 1) is suggested by the sys-
tem using translated patterns database, glossary lookup and
SMT. Translators can even configure the source for getting
the suggestion (a) they can choose to get translation sugges-
tion from SMT system by clicking on SMT button (label 12
in Figure 1) or (b) they can choose to get translation sug-
gestions from database by clicking on glossary button (label
11 in Figure 1). Translators can edit the translation sugges-
tion (labeled 3 in Figure 1) given by the system and correct
them. They can also reorder the composed translation of
sentence by clicking on reorder button (labeled 6 in Figure
1), which presents a simple drag and drop interface to the
user (refer to Figure 6). Finally, if users wish to edit the
composed translation they can do that by clicking on final
editing button depicted by label 7 in Figure 1. After final
editing users can save the translation by clicking on the save
button (labeled 8). Users can also download the translations
by clicking on download button (labeled 9). In order to get
translation suggestion for a particular word or phrase, user
can enter the text in suggestions panel on the right and get
multiple translation suggestion for the particular word or
phrase.
Important Features of the system:-

• Once a translator translates a pattern, a pattern in-
stance or an n-gram, the system auto-translates it the
next time it appears in a sentence.

• If a pattern, pattern instance or n-gram is translated
differently in different sentences, the system lists all of
them as choices for the user to decide or enter a new
translation.

• The system also has an integrated suggestion compo-
nent that fetches translation suggestions from various
sources. Users can use this to get translation sugges-
tions for words or phrases and choose the best trans-
lation from the choices.

3. EVALUATION
We evaluate the system in terms of the quality of ex-

tracted patterns, GF grammar and system efficiency. Eval-
uation was done on five public datasets viz. the Constitution
of India2, Spoken Tutorial3, NCERT Biology4, Income-tax
Act5, and NCERT Physics6. These datasets belong to the
domains of government documents, technical tutorials and
academic books, where, high quality translations are an im-
perative. Table 1 shows the corpus statistics in terms of
number of sentences for each of the datasets.

3.1 Number of Frequent Patterns and Corpus
Coverage

The number of frequent patterns increases with the size
of the corpus. Corpus coverage depends on the number of
patterns extracted from a corpus which adhere to specified
pattern length and frequency. Table depicts information
about number of filtered patterns extracted and coverage
on five different corpora.

Table 1: Datasets and corpus coverage by patterns

Domain #Sentences #Frequent
Patterns

#Frequent
In-
stances

Coverage
%

Constitution of India 1582 12946 154218 86.62
Spoken Tutorial 16233 32974 10846 78.32
NCERT Biology 1144 615 12407 60.82
Income-Tax Act 1758 8391 104998 89.34
NCERT Physics 8013 15070 244034 79.94

3.2 Effect of Varying Pattern Length and Fre-
quency Threshold for Pattern Extraction

One of the criterion to assess the quality of an individ-
ual extracted pattern is whether or not it appears in unseen
data, thereby covering sentences in that data. A set of such
patterns is then considered to be “good” if it collectively of-
fers a high coverage on an unseen data. We split the datasets
into MINE and TEST, where, the MINE split was used for
extracting patterns and their coverage (in terms of number
of words covered) was evaluated on the TEST split. We per-
form three-fold cross validation, varying both pattern length
and frequency threshold from 2 to 6 and report coverage on
2http://indiacode.nic.in/coiweb/welcome.html
3http://spoken-tutorial.org/
4http://www.ncert.nic.in/NCERTS/textbook/textbook.
htm?kebo1=0-22
5http://www.incometaxindia.gov.in/pages/acts/
income-tax-act.aspx
6http://www.ncert.nic.in/NCERTS/textbook/textbook.
htm?leph1=0-8



(a) Coverage vs. pattern length on the min-
ing data

(b) Coverage vs. pattern length on the test
data

(c) Pattern length vs number of patterns for
a fixed threshold

Figure 3: Corpus coverage for varying pattern lengths and frequency thresholds

MINE and TEST sets. Figure 3 captures the trade-off be-
tween pattern length, frequency threshold and coverage. For
a fixed threshold, as the pattern length increases, the cover-
age on both MINE and TEST sets progressively decreases.
Same observation applies when we fix the pattern length and
increase the frequency threshold. We also observe that the
gap in coverage is much smaller for varying frequency thresh-
olds at smaller lengths and this gap progressively widens as
the pattern length increases.

3.3 Effect of Varying Dictionary Size on Cor-
pus Coverage

Our pattern selection algorithm constrains the cardinality
of the set of patterns while maximizing the corpus coverage.
This corresponds to limiting the size of the bilingual dictio-
nary and this is desirable as the size of the bilingual dictio-
nary is proportional to the human effort for translation. The
corpus coverage increases with increasing size of the dictio-
nary, however this increase is not linear but rather flattens
with increasing size of the dictionary. Figure 4 captures
this relationship between coverage and fraction of patterns
selected after sub-setting for different datasets.

Figure 4: Coverage vs number of pattern selected after pat-
tern selection

3.4 Induced GF grammars
Once users provide translations of patterns, their instances,

uncovered n-grams in sentences and reorders different chunks,
grammatical framework rules are induced. Firstly, abstract
syntax is induced which defines what meanings can be ex-
pressed in the grammar and then concrete English and con-
crete Hindi syntax is induced which provides mapping from
meanings to strings in English and Hindi languages. Figures
8, 9 and 10 on the link7 illustrates sample induced GF gram-
mar. For a new sentence, extracted and translated patterns
are given as input to GF grammars and if a match is found,
then the sentence is reordered using the mapping from the
concrete syntax.

4. CONCLUSION
We presented an interactive machine translation approach

for high quality translation of technical domain corpora.
Given an in-domain source corpus, our system mines mini-
mal number of frequent patterns that maximally cover the
corpus. Leveraging humans for their high quality transla-
tions, we continuously rebuild a rule-based translation en-
gine that is realized using GF formalism.
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APPENDIX
A. ALGORITHMS

Algorithm 1: FPM algorithm
Data: Corpus C, Pattern length L, Frequency threshold T ,

Maximum consecutive gaps of tokens G
Result: Set F of frequent patterns
Maintain a dictionary structure globalPatternList where key is
pattern and value is list of span
for each sentence s in C do

maintain an array of list, slist, of size |s|, such that, slist[i]
stores all one length pattern along with its span in the
sentence which starts from si
using slist, create a 2D array of list, smatrix, of size |s|xL
such that, smatrix[i][j] stores all patterns, along with its
span in s, which starts from si and of pattern length j
Filter pattern from smatrix whose span is syntactically
incomplete
Add these patterns to globalPatternList

end
Initialize patternWithGap dictionary
for i in 1 · · ·L do

for valid mask v of length L do
for pattern p of length i in globalPatternList do

apply v on pattern p and create a new pattern p̂
if p̂ is present in patternWithGap then

update its spanlist by doing union with span
list of p

else
add p̂ in patternWithGap with its spanlist as
spanlist of p

end
end
remove patterns of length i and with gap position
according to mask and having spans count less than T

end
end
remove patterns from globalPatternList whose number of spans
is below T
output patternWithGap ∪ globalPatternList

Algorithm 2: Pattern Selection
Data: Dictionary of patterns P with its spanslist, Number of

words in corpus N , Max size of selected set k
Result: Set F of diverse and high coverage (in terms of words)

patterns
F = ∅ , bitCorpus← ∅
for i← 1 to N do

bitCorpus[i]← false
end
for i← 1 to k do

currentBest← NULL , currentBestCover ← 0
for each pattern p in P \ F do

coverp ← count of false bits in bitCorpus which is in
spanlist of p
if coverp > currentBestCover then

currentBest← p , currentBestCover ← coverp
end

end
if currentBest then

F ← F∪currentBest
BitCorpus[i]← true, if i is in the spanlist of
currentBest

else
break

end
end
output F


